When DoD Knocks... Complacency – Not an Option

By Deborah Nash, MMEC

One of the great dangers for companies that have been around awhile is becoming complacent with the way things are, not taking action when a large buyer shows interest in your product.

“After 15 years, I was very comfortable; in a cocoon,” says Bob Ricketts of Doctor Down in Polson, Mont. Doctor Down manufacturers an innovative, high quality, medical transport bedding system, the Rescue Wrap®, used successfully in many different applications from air and ground ambulances, search and rescue teams and National Park emergency medical stations to military medical trauma teams, and industrial first aid management worldwide. It was patented and approved by the FDA in 1994. The design was conceived after an inquiry came in from St. Patricks Life Flight in Missoula, Mont. requesting a sleeping bag type product to replace 30 pounds of blankets they had been using in patient transport.

According to Ricketts, since that time the domestic market for his product has been pretty constant with growth averaging about 20 percent each year.

Begins to Snowball

In 2004, what had been steady growth began to look like exponential growth. The Department of Defense (DoD) became interested in the Rescue Wrap.

Fortunately, at Doctor Down such a “sniff” was recognized as market opportunity; complacency was not an option.

“I did the smart thing back in 1994: I invested in patent and copyright and have seen growth each year. Last year, we received a sniff from the US Army for 10,000 bags to come in smaller orders. Interest was beginning to snowball,” Ricketts recalls.

The Rescue Wrap system was originally designed for mobile health care providers to keep patients warm and dry while providing easy, unlimited access to injuries. It helps organize intravenous lines and improves patient comfort. All design improvements have been customer focused and health safety conscious.

The product gained exposure during television news coverage of the Pfc. Jessica Lynch rescue in Iraq. The Wrap was used to keep her warm and comfortable during transport from the rescue site to a U.S. medical post. Handling such trauma inspired the more stealth Ranger version of the product.

Call to action

Making the DoD supplier leap wasn’t easy. For many years, Doctor Down has subcontracted most of its sewing to small companies in the area, doing repair and development in-house. With DoD interest, capacity became an issue. After arranging additional financial backing, the owner reached out for assistance from Montana Manufacturing Extension Center (MMEC) and the Montana Procurement Technical Assistance Center.

After providing some initial costing assistance, MMEC pulled in its MilTech services to ensure that DoD contracts could be met. MilTech is a unique MMEC partnership with TechLink that is designed to “accelerate the transition of new technology to the U.S. warfighter.” (see sidebar on the MilTech program, page 5)

“The program was able to offer a co-pay arrangement that helped me get on board. At 50 percent less cost, it was a definite jumpstart,” Ricketts says.

With the jumpstart, the company was able to deliver to DoD quickly, reliably and cost effectively by expanding production and further improve product quality. It continues to work with MMEC on manufacturing and business

(continued on page 4)
Come Run With Peers & Allies

Normally, I don’t use this space to brag, unless it is about Montana’s Manufacturers. But this is too good to keep to myself. Our stellar home office team — Margie Jensen, Deborah Nash and Stacey Scott — won a national award at the MEP National Training Conference held in Orlando in May! They received NIST MEP’s “Unsung Hero” recognition for offering immeasurable support as we, the field staff, can focus exclusively and efficiently on service delivery — which is critical given our small staff and huge territory.

Please join me in congratulating Margie, Deborah and Stacey on their NATIONAL award.

On another note... Are you planning to attend IMTS 2006, the International Manufacturing Technology Show September 6-11, 2006 at McCormick Place in Chicago? MMEC’s extreme resident expert on machine tooling and manufacturing processes, Dale Dietrick, spent 25 years operating a business that specialized in custom design and manufacture of machines for notable U.S. companies. He thrives on staying abreast of the latest developments in this field and plans to attend. If you would like to learn more about what you are seeing with a more personal, informative touch, think about aligning your trip with ours. Let us know you are going, and we will work to maximize the networking opportunities.

Events like these are extremely powerful. I constantly bring back new ideas and coalesce my palette of ideas from interactions I have while attending such events. That flat wouldn’t happen if I just sat behind my desk all day. New ideas — new ways of looking at things — come from people spending time together. My thoughts transform in ways that otherwise would not be possible. Here at the Manufacturing Center, we are busy putting together our fifth Compete Smart, a special conference for all Montana manufacturers. Planning for it takes nearly a year. And some great stuff is in store for you.

I know rededicating days out of a busy schedule seems painful, but it can have lasting rewards. Why? Because Compete Smart is all about sculpting relationships and taking time to step back from the day-to-day decision-packed world to refresh — spend time with your peers and allies.

Each season, Compete Smart unrolls company leaders from all over the state to paint a picture of what helps them succeed in business, what makeovers are working for them. One of my advisory board members says hearing real stories sends him back to his company with new ideas and optimism for improvement.

This year we’re offering a unique collage of interaction between high school students, higher education opportunities, and manufacturing leaders in a special tour and showcase. We hope it will encourage careers in manufacturing as well as mentoring opportunities. Other conference features include a visionary keynote speaker, Montana product showcase, knowledgeable exhibitors and a well rounded selection of breakout sessions to create more canvas for interaction and tools for your business.

When you go back to your plant, you apply the brush of continuous improvement, reflect on what you saw and heard, and apply your brush again. The palette of breakouts, networking events and plant tours will help frame a landscape for new possibilities.

Make a commitment right now to participate in Compete Smart.

Steve Holland, MMEC Director

Meet ERIK WAHL Artist and Business Visionary

Erik Wahl will help redefine your commonly held assumptions about vision, goals, and success with his program “The Art of Vision” during the fifth Compete Smart Manufacturing Conference on October 4 and 5, 2006 in Helena.

Erik’s keynote address will launch this season’s themed activities “Extreme Makeover: It Starts with a Vision” during the opening luncheon. His special blend of warmth, humor and experiential learning will get you to identify your unchallenged roadblocks to success and makeover the way you think about doing business. His unique understanding of vision gives backs to his training as an artist, strengthened by eight years as a partner in the corporate world.

Erik will challenge you to sharpen your own creative skills. The principles in his highly practical message redefine the role of a leader as an artist as well as an architect. They will help you identify a personal style for inspiring yourself and others to rethink vision and purpose and start your own Extreme Makeover.

Listen and observe as he dynamically choreographs a painting that will leave you in awe. Conference sessions that follow will provide strategies for implementing your renewed vision and give you practical tools to get you started.

Benchmark Manufacturing in Helena was recently selected by Doctor Down to join its supplier base to help meet commitments for the Rescue Wrap® Ranger to the Department of Defense. One criteria that attracted Doctor Down was the sheltered workshop operation orientation of the company which is a subsidiary of Helena Industries, Inc. It’s commitment to quality and professional attitude were also key factors.

Benchmark is one of several manufacturing-related divisions at Helena Industries with a mission to “provide vocational and rehabilitation services through real work, related services and individualized resources to empower persons with disabilities to lead productive, fulfilling lives in their communities.” A wood products division, mail center and janitorial service are other services offered at Helena Industries, according to Gail Jester, Benchmark plant manager. At the Helena Industries manufacturing operations, people with and without disabilities work side by side in all facilities and services. Benchmark has been manufacturing backpacks and briefcases for the US Forest Service for 25 years.

“We are proud to offer real skills in a competitive environment,” Jester says. “It’s a very normalizing experience.”

Benchmark is outfitted with equipment to meet the challenges of the complex Rescue Wrap production. Typical jobs might be web or fabric cutting, sewing machine operation, pattern machine operation, snap and grommet setting, material handling, assembly, inspection and packaging.

During a qualifying visit, Doctor Down took samples in and enough products to make two complete Rescue Wraps. Satisfied with the result, the two firms then came to terms with an initial purchase order for 50 Wraps to further explore their working relationship.

“The initial visit was really an inspection and packaging update and send CAD drawings, operating professionally, sharing information electronically.”

A Win-Win... Doctor Down Enlists Benchmark’s Skills

“Building rocksolid up way of improving people’s lives, I like that the shelters bid at real wages that, down the road, can bring independence for their workers.”

The production knowledge of MiTech engineer Al Diebert was instrumental in getting the ball rolling, he adds.

The companies continue to do business together, and several other sheltered workshops and other subs are in place, keeping current with orders as needed.
Benchmark (continued from page 3)

“I like working with sheltered workshops,” Ricketts says. “They are set up with space and personnel for contract work. It’s a grassroots way up of improving people’s lives. I like that the shelters bid at real wages that, down the road, can bring independence for their workers. Providing work for them is a win for the state.”

“We are very proud to be part of something so meaningful with Doctor Down,” Jester says.

As Doctor Down has worked to standardize and streamline its AutoCAD drawings, Jester, whose group also uses CAD, has provided input and feedback. And like Doctor Down, Benchmark products are made in America by American workers.

“The Doctor Down business is a welcome infusion for Jester’s crew,” says McLeay, “Seeing the outcome in manufacturing goods, and seeing people learn and grow is the best,” she states proudly. “The timing and quantity of the product worked out phenomenally well as we have had some excess capacity in the shop.”

Services are provided to eligible companies to help them meet DoD requirements and mitigate product acquisition and life-cycle risks that can have a huge impact on small companies like Doctor Down. MilTech can jumpstart projects that meet eligibility requirements and arrange for additional improvement services that may be fee-based. It may also provide grants to small companies to enable them to pay for outside services in meeting DoD contract requirements for eligible products.

Key eligibility requirements at this time are location in the northwest U.S., verifiable interest in innovative products by DoD or a project involving technology licensed from TechLink. In which case location in the U.S. is not restricted.

The MILTECH program at MMEC that has been helping Doctor Down ramp up to meet its contracts with the Department of Defense (DoD) for the Rescue Wrap® Ranger is a unique partnership started right here in Montana. Its goal is to ensure that innovative defense-related technology is more efficiently and cost-effectively transitioning from DoD labs and private industry to the U.S. warfighter.

MILTECH blends the strategic mission of TechLink, a nationally recognized technology transfer center, and the manufacturing expertise of MMEC and its Manufacturing Extension Partnership network affiliates across the Northwest. The partnership is helping expedite the commercialization and manufacturing steps for selected new technologies that support the DoD mission.
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### Manufacturing News

**Groundbreaking Ceremony Launches GSK Expansion**

The May 7 groundbreaking for GlaxoSmithKline in Hamilton launches expansion plans that will include a two-story administrative building and a research and development building, according to the Ravalli Republic newspaper. A $30,000+ square-foot-facility production facility will also be added after first being constructed in Sweden by a company called Pharmadue. Once it is operational, the building will be shipped in pieces to be reassembled in Hamilton. Twenty-five new employees have come on board in the past few months with at least 130 expected over the next three years, the news article states. About 160 people are currently employed at the plant.

**Bacterin Receives International Honor**

Bacterin International was awarded the National Business Incubation Association’s 2006 Outstanding Incubator Graduate award on May 2. The award was presented to Bacterin’s CEO Guy Cook, a world expert on antibiotics, at the National Business Incubation Association’s 20th International Conference in St. Louis, Mo. The award recognizes a start-up company that had met its respective incubator’s graduation criteria and since then had been operating on its own. Bacterin graduated from local incubator TechTechF at www.techtechf.org at the end of 2003 and operations at Bacterin, visit http://www.bacterin.com.

**Free Service for Workplace Safety Needs**

Under a grant from OSHA the Montana Safety Bureau, the Department of Industry and Labor, will provide, at an employer’s request, a confidential comprehensive safety and health consultation at no cost. Consultations are limited to employers with less than 250 employees. Employers in high hazard industries are given priority. Phone: (406) 444-6188. For more information check this Web site: http://ertd.dlt.mt.gov/safetyhealth/oochconsoutasp

### Price of Metals Soars

China is using 25 percent of the world’s copper today driving prices up and impacting supply of Montana agriculture. According to the report winery, numbers in the state have grown from 500 in 2003 to 30,000+ square-foot-about $3.30 per pound. Today it hovers at $3.30 per pound.

### Growth Thru Ag Award

A Hamilton, Mont. company, Trapper Creek Winery recently received an $18,600 grant for its operation. The Hamilton winery launches expansion plans for 2007, the report winery, numbers in the state have grown from 500 in 2003 to 30,000+ square-foot-about $3.30 per pound. Today it hovers at $3.30 per pound.

### Altus Automation Offering Automated Solutions

Altus Automation (www.altusautoma-
tion.com), dedicated to being an industry leader in commissioning and qualifying complex systems, announces that it now offers automated solutions for manufacturing clients located in Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, North Dakota, and South Dakota. The Bozeman based company has particular expertise in industrial control systems, manufacturing execution systems, DCS/SCADA compli-
ance, and plant automation, according to Director of Operations John Verzuh, with particular expertise in automated control of metal forming and uncoiler-line shop floor control, batch processing, alarm management, ERP, and SCADA.

Implementing automation technology presents a unique opportunity for western states to stay competitive in the marketplace through better quality and lower operating costs over a product’s life cycle.

### DOL Announces Competencies Model

The U.S. Department of Labor’s Employment and Training Administra-
tion (ETA) has announced the creation of a dynamic framework of skills and competencies for advanced manufac-
turers to use in attracting and training workers. Designed for manufacturers across the industry, it will be a tool to develop job requirements, for curriculum development; and for overall career exploration. The ETA convened a group of lead-
ing industry organizations to develop the framework over the past year. The group reviewed existing industry standards; and curricula and identified common elements that apply across manufacturing sectors. Those elements include working with spreadsheets, interpreting CAD (Computer Aided Design) drawings, and database navigation and reporting. This framework allows for consistency across industries, customization within sectors, and easy updating to accommodate changing technology and business practices.

### Compete Smart to Feature...

**Extreme Student Showcase & Road Tour**

Industrial Technology students from Capital High School, Helena High and the UM Helena College of Technology (COT) are gearing up for an Extreme Student Showcase at the COT Airport Campus this fall. The Showcase is part of the Road Tours piece of this fall’s Compete Smart Manufacturing Conference in Helena on October 4 & 5.

The morning road trip will include tours of the COT machine shop, weld-
ing shop and aircraft maintenance shop as well as student showcases of these creative projects in an effort to create a bridge and awareness between manufac-
turers and the kinds of educational resources that help build a future, skilled workforce for the important economic sector—manufacturing. Instructor Art Wannier is spearheading the COT event in collaboration with instructors Jim Weber from Capital High and Cindy Sologub from Helena High and a select group of students.

MMEC Field Engineer Todd Dan-
els is also working with the groups and reports, “Tour participants will have an opportunity to win a featured student-
crafted item during the showcase.”

Choices of Road Tour side trips to these Helena-area manufacturing firms will also be offered. American Chemet, Summit Aeronautics or Helena Inde-
pendent Record

The road trip and student interact-
ions with conference goers are being made possible with generous sponsor-
support from the Student Assis-
tance Foundation (www.safmt.org). This Montana-based non-profit organization offers knowledge and tools for students and parents on start-to-finish education planning. SAF focuses on how to fi-
nance post secondary education helping make it a reality for young people and opening doors for future careers including manufacturing. SAF offers a range of programs such as grants, community outreach, and counseling on education finance planning and career goals.
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### Student Assistance Foundation

Helena High School student Derek Daniels works on a project as he develops valuable welding skills.

The student showcase and plant tours are just one of many exciting events planned during the conference Compete Smart. For more information on the conference go to www.mtmanufacturercenter.com/eventsائد1345

---

**For your convenience, please use the following format for your feedback:**

*Student Assistance Foundation*

**Address:**

1401 East 8th Ave.
Helena, MT 59601

**Phone:**

(406) 444-6464

**Website:**

www StudentAssistanceFoundation.org

---
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“COMPETE SMART”
Montana’s Premier Manufacturing Conference
At the Great Northern Helena Hotel
Oct. 4-5, 2006 in Helena, MT

EXTREME MAKEOVER: IT STARTS WITH A VISION

Featuring:

- **Student Showcase & Plant Tours:** Airport campus shops at UM Helena College of Technology, American Chemet, Summit Aeronautics, Helena Independent Record
- **Keynote Luncheon:** Erik Wahl & “The Art of Vision”
- **Montana Product Showcase and Exhibitor Hall**
- **Special Evening Event Oct. 4:** Tour of Lewis & Clark Brewing Company with Brewhouse cookout and dinner under “the Big Top”
- **Breakfast with Exhibitors & Sponsors**
- **Three Montana Company Leaders** on Growing Business in Montana:
  - Brad Reid of Diversified Plastics, Missoula
  - Darrell Miller of Marks-Miller Post & Pole, Clancy
  - Jim Wright of Semitool, Kalispell
- **Five Breakout Tracks** (15 sessions) through the two days:
  - Market Makover: International Perspective
  - Extreme Makeover: The Lean Way
  - Extreme Power: Business Management Essentials
  - Extreme Opportunities: Its Your People
  - Makeovers for Admin, Marketing & Sales

- **WRAP UP with Feature Guest & Closing Luncheon**
  (We’re keeping this energizing & entertaining guest CEO under wraps. DON’T MISS IT!)

MMEC Mission
To Help Manufacturers To Be More Successful

To Visit Your Area MMEC Field Engineer
Call 406-994-3812

We Can Help!